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Ubud : Where to Go – What to See / Richard Mann
Gateway Books International,Indonesia. 2014
212p.
9786028630214
$ 29.50 / PB
400 gm.

http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=162931
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Indonesia’s Hidden Heritage : Cultural Journeys of Discovery / David Metcalf,
Stephanie Brookes
Now! Jakarta Publications,Jakarta 2014
120p.
9786029797152
$ 24.00 / PB
390 gm.

http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=162932
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
On Route In South Africa - Explore South Africa Region By Region / B.P.J.
Erasmus
Jonathan Ball Publishers, South Africa 2014
400p.;
9781920289645
$ 55.00 / HB
This  revised  and  updated  edition  of  On  Route  In  South  Africa  has  a  new,
contemporary look, but contains all the features that have made it such a classic.
Previous editions won a special place in the hearts of South Africans. No other
book available offers such a range and depth of information about the villages,
towns and cities of this land, and on the intriguing and informative tales they
have to tell.
The 37 chapters are arranged in logical sequence, beginning with Cape Town and
radiating outwards. Each chapter corresponds to an established and coherent
geographic  or  demographic  area.  Included  are  detailed  regional  maps,
incorporating up-to-date place names, and complemented by route directions
within the text.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=162223
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Passes and Poorts South Africa - Getaway's Top 20 Scenic Mountain Routes /
Marion Whitehead
Jacana Media, South Africa 2014
269p.;
9781431409587
$ 35.75 / HB
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Many of the modern passes in South Africa still follow ancient animal migration
routes; others are engineering masterpieces that challenge gravity.  All  take
travellers deep into rugged and wild terrain where nature reigns supreme. Passes
& poorts South Africa provides a detailed guide to the most scenic and is packed
with information to enrich readers' driving experience, from fauna and flora to the
personalities  behind  the  passes.  Activities  highlighted  in  each  area  include
favourite hiking trails, mountain biking tracks and 4x4 routes. Each chapter ends
with tips on where to eat and stay, from bush camps and self-catering cottages to
luxury lodges and hospitable guesthouses. Many passes can be done as drives or
weekend  trips  en  route  to  some  of  South  Africa's  most  popular  holiday
destinations; driving others is an adventure in itself. Full-colour maps assist in
travel  planning  and  the  routes  and  points  of  interest  are  illustrated  with
photographs  by  the  author.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=162224
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Gauteng Hikes and Walks - Guide to Walks and Hikes in and Around Gauteng /
Tim Hartwright
Jacana Media, South Africa 2014
163p.;
9781431408023
$ 31.50 / HB
Gauteng may be the Place of Gold, but it is also home to many hikes and walks
that most Gautengers don't even know about. This book will help you discover
them while  giving you a more intimate encounter  with Gauteng,  a province
shrouded  in  the  beauty  of  indigenous  vegetation,  mountains,  rivers  and
waterfalls. Tim Hartwright covers both the shorter walks in urban parks and rural
areas, along with overnight trails such as Suikerbosrand. He explores the unique
places that are right on every Gautenger's doorstep, one of these being the
Braamfontein Spruit, and shares the rich heritage we need to preserve in our city.
Numerous private trails have blossomed in areas closer to the main metropolises
of Gauteng. Shorter weekend and day hikes have come into vogue and in most
cases these trails cross private land rather than that belonging to the state. Most
municipalities have embraced hiking as part of their commitment to the outdoor
recreational activities they offer their residents and visitors. Explore the various
nature reserves, historical, archaeological and geological sites. Included in the
book: Detailed description of around 60 hiking and walking trails in Gauteng,
including the history and geology, fauna and flora of each area; a difficulty rating
is  included,  helping  you  decide  if  it  is  suitable  for  the  whole  family;  brief
descriptions on how to get to the route with GPS coordinates for starting points;
security information and emergency numbers; contact details for trail - to know if
you should book in advance to walk the trail; comprehensive maps for each hike
or walk.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=162226
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Roads Less Travelled: Ultimate Braai Master (Second Season) / Helena Lombard
and  Justin Bonello
The Penguin Group (SA), South Africa 2013

9780143538516
$ 35.00 / HB
This is the ultimate book for every guy or girl that’s ever lit a fire – whether
you’re still battling to get your mates to give you the tongs, or have already got
yours … gold-plated.
We’re talking about the braai and it happens all across South Africa, no matter
what the weather, because our social get-togethers just wouldn’t be the same
without it: it’s that build up before the big match or the aftermath of a great
party. Not only is the braai part of the genetic blueprint of our country, but for
some of us it has become a national obsession – and for Justin Bonello, chefs
Marthinus Ferreira and Bertus Basson and 50 crew and friends, South Africa’s
favourite pastime was the perfect excuse they needed to hit the backroads on a
bumpy 8000-km, 62-day open fire adventure.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=158087
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Walking Cape Town: Urban walks and drives in the Cape Peninsula / John Muir
Struik Travel & Heritage, South Africa 2013
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192p.;
9781920572945
$ 27.50 / HB
The perfect companion for the urban sightseer, Walking Cape Town features 33
easy walks and drives through the streets and suburbs of one of the world’s most
beautiful and popular cities. From the Company’s Garden in the heart of the city
to trendy Green Point, Sea Point and Camps Bay, the colourful Bo-Kaap, and the
bustling  seaside  villages  of  Muizenberg,  Kalk  Bay  and  Simon’s  Town,  this
comprehensive guide reveals the fascinating history and urban charm that has
made Cape Town one of the top destinations in the world. John Muir, an expert
on Cape Town and its hidden gems, provides a wealth of information on all that
can be discovered en route: the city’s colonial past, Victorian and contemporary
architecture,  museums and monuments,  churches  and mosques,  parks  and
gardens,  and  rivers  and  wetlands.  Fully  illustrated  with  more  than  250
photographs, this extensive guide also includes: easy-to-follow directions and full
-colour illustrated maps; essential information on walking and driving distances,
terrain,level  of difficulty, opening times and contact details; suggestions for
restaurants, pubs and coffee shops along the way; fact panels on the city’s iconic
landmarks and famous residents.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=158150
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Discover South Africa / Peter Joyce
Struik Publishers, South Africa 2013
224p.;
9781920545949
$ 33.00 / HB
South Africa is a land of many different cultures and diverse values – a mix that
is at once the root of its many challenges and the bud of its great potential. But
on one thing there is general accord: this is a beautiful land, and the traveller is
faced with an almost unlimited choice of what to see and do.
The canvas is  kaleidoscopic;  variety  and contrast  are  vividly  evident  in  the
astonishing mix of race and language, creed, colour and culture. The diversity is
there, too, in the nature of the land; in its geological formations and regional
climates; its mountains, plains and coasts; its rich farmlands; and its bushveld
scrub and deserts. South Africa is, truly, a world in one country.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=162229
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
South Africa. / Sean Fraser
Struik Publishers, South Africa 2014
192p.;
9781920545970
$ 32.50 / HB
When a burning sun dips low enough on the horizon to touch the brown-black
earth, that is when South Africa is at its very best – a blazing expanse of broad
landscapes of sea and veld, dusty savanna and equally dusty pavements. It is a
vast country, extending from pristine coastal plain to rugged mountain passes
across wide stretches of semi-desert and forest, hills and valleys. Even travelling
South Africans are unprepared for the sheer scale and enormous diversity of this
grand landscape.
Every day, everywhere, there are new sights to behold and new experiences to
share – a graceful old Cape Dutch homestead set against lush vineyards, blue-
purple mountains, the demure smile of a Zulu bride, a bird on a wire. It is the
sun, the sand, the textures, the colours and the sounds that conjure up the spirit
of South Africa. This volume is a fine tribute to the country, its people and its
land-, sea- and cityscapes. This is the face of the nation – the essence of South
Africa.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=162230
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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HOW TO ORDER BOOKS FROM US :
Institutional/Individual Libraries
Please send us your official purchase order by e-mail/fax/post. We shall despatch
the books to you. On receipt of the books in good condition, you can send us your
Payment by Cheque/Wire Transfer. Credit Card Payments are accepted through
paypal. For Postage & Packing - Actuals are charged. You can check the Postage
at  www.singpost.com. If you need any further clarification, please do contact us.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------


